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Section S – Sprints, Hill Climbs & Drag Racing

Proposed Regulation

S10.6 Fuel

S.10.6.1. For Standard Cars, Road Cars and Modified Cars, Pump Fuel is mandatory. For Standard Cars and Road Cars Section B: Pump Fuel part (b) is prohibited. Only air may be mixed with the fuel as an oxidant.

Date of Implementation: 1st January 2024

Reason: Concerns had been raised with the Sprint & Hill Climb Sub-Committee following the redefinition of Pump Fuel which changed some time ago to include FIA specification fuel which permitted this higher octane fuel in the Road Car Classes.

The Sub Committee noted the higher cost of the FIA specification fuel in addition to the necessary engine changes.

To assist the debate it was agreed to raise the question with the Sprint & Hill Climb community which was facilitated by a one question survey “Do you think the regulations should allow for FIA specification fuel in the Standard Car and Road Car Categories?” 79% of respondents answered No.

Having considered the responses it is proposed to prohibit FIA specification fuel for the Standard Car and Road Car Classes.

S.10.6.4. allows for Motorsport UK to provide approval for alternative fuels.